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QUOTES ON PERSISTENCE 
Sources listed below 
 

 
No man with a man’s heart in him, gets far on his way without some bitter, soul 
searching disappointment. Happy he who is brave enough to push on another stage 
of the journey, and rest where there are living springs of water, and three score and 
ten palms.  
- Brown 
 
Too many of us wait to do the perfect thing, with the result we do nothing. The way to 
get ahead is to start now. While many of us are waiting until conditions are “just 
right” before we go ahead, others are stumbling along, fortunately ignorant of the 
dangers that beset them. By the time we are, in our superior wisdom, decided to 
make a start, we discover that those who have gone fearlessly on before, have, in 
their blundering way, traveled a considerable distance. If you start now, you will 
know a lot next year that you don’t know now, and that you will not know next year, 
if you wait. 
- The William Feather Magazine 
 
If I had to select one quality, one personal characteristic that I regard as being most 
highly correlated with success, whatever the field, I would pick the trait of 
persistence. Determination. The will to endure to the end, to get knocked down 
seventy times and get up off the floor saying, “Here comes number seventy-one!” 
- Richard M. DeVos 
 
Habit is habit and not to be flung out of the window by any man, but coaxed 
downstairs a step at a time. 
- Mark Twain 
 
Perseverance is the hard work you do after you get tired of doing the hard work you 
already did. 
- Newt Gingrich 
 
Life grants nothing to us mortals without hard work. 
- Horace 
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To bring one’s self to a frame of mind and to the proper energy to accomplish things 
that require plain hard work continuously is the one big battle that everyone has. 
When this battle is won for all time, then everything is easy. 
- Thomas A. Buckner 
 
They who lack talent expect things to happen without effort. They ascribe failure to a 
lack of inspiration or ability, or to misfortune, rather than to insufficient application. 
At the core of every true talent there is an awareness of the difficulties inherent in any 
achievement, and the confidence that by persistence and patience something 
worthwhile will be realized. Thus talent is a species of vigor.  
- Eric Hoffer 
 
Energy and persistence conquer all things. 
- Benjamin Franklin 
 
Nothing in the world can take the place of Persistence. Talent will not; nothing is 
more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded 
genius is almost a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. 
Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan “Press On” has 
solved and always will solve the problems of the human race.  
- Calvin Coolidge 
 
 
 

PERSISTENCE 
Source: Lesson 35 in The Sunfood Diet Success System by David Wolfe (389-395)  
 

 
 

 
Begin Again 

 
Begin again - you can, you know. 

Seek out a better way to go. 
Forget the past - the past is dead, 

And all tomorrow lies ahead! 
There's never a time too late to start 

To bring to fruition that dream in your heart. 
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Begin again now, this minute, this day! 
A new life is waiting - don't wish it away! 

(Author Unknown) 
 

"Do the thing and you shall have the power." 
- Emerson 

 
"By being persistent you are demonstrating faith." 

- Earl Nightingale 
 
 

"All great success in life is preceded by long, sustained periods of focused effort on 
a single goal, the most important goal, with the determination to stay with it until 
it is complete. Throughout history, we find that every man or woman who 
achieved anything lasting and worthwhile, had engaged in long often 
unappreciated hours, weeks, months and even years of concentrated, disciplined 
work, in a particular direction. Fortunately, the quality of self-discipline is 
something that you can learn by continuous practice, over and over, until you 
master it. Once you have mastered the ability to delay gratification, the ability to 
discipline yourself to keep your attention focused on the most important task in 
front of you, there is virtually no goal that you cannot accomplish and no task that 
you cannot complete."  

- Anonymous 
 
 
There is a rite of passage all must pass before they enter the hallowed halls of immortality. To pass 
those gates, one must possess the one key which opens all doors. A key which eludes all those who 
have not aligned their lives with their divine blueprint. A key which only opens the gates of fate when 
one has committed oneself entirely. That key is persistence - relentless persistence. 
 
Before persistence, no army can stand, no wall can hold, no limit can remain. Absolutely nothing can 
take the place of persistence. There is a magical place awaiting those who will persevere. Persistence 
pays off. 
 

Don't quit, no matter what. Decide to hold on in advance. 
 
 
When Buster Douglas knocked out Mike Tyson it was the biggest upset in 
boxing history. When Buster Douglas was knocked down in that fight, it was 
time for his test. Before that fight ever started, he had decided he was getting 
up no matter what - he had committed himself to go all the way. He had just 
gotten out of an alcohol recovery center, his mother had just died, his wife 
was going down with disease. He was considered a nothing, a bum. When he 
got knocked down, Buster Douglas had a reason to get back up. He got back 
up and knocked out Mike Tyson. Reasons come first, answers come second. 
 
The same holds true for you.  
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Why will you persist when you get knocked down? You already have powerful reasons to get back 
up; what are they?  
 
It is going to take everything you have got to become all you can be.  
 
From some final reservoir of courage and determination, you will summon all of your strength and 
triumph. You will persist and make it to the top. 
 
The lessons in this book have provided you with the diet and success information, now it is time for 
action. 
 
Persistence is the science of continuous movement. Action is the key to abundance. Action is what it 
takes. As long as we keep making efforts, even if we stumble, we are still moving, making progress, 
and learning. 
 
Isaac Newton told us a body at rest tends to stay at rest, but a body in motion tends to stay in motion! 
Keep moving! 
 
It is never too late to be who you "might" have been. Keep acting until you become who you want to 
become. It is never too late to get what you "might" have gotten. Keep looking until you have found 
what you are looking for. 
 
The more you try, the more likely it is that you will find the right approach. You have to overcome the 
fear of failure by understanding that the more you fail, the more likely it is you will succeed at an 
exceptional level. Babe Ruth struck out almost twice as much as he hit home runs. Thomas Watson 
Sr., the founder of IBM (International Business Machines) said, "Do you want to succeed? Then, double 
your failure rate. 
 
Success lies on the far side of failure." Thomas Edison tried ten thousand types of filaments for the 
electric light bulb before he found the one which worked. Did he look at himself as a failure? No, he 
remained persistent. The only guaranteed way to fail is to not make the effort. I heard a Success 
seminar speaker once say, "Successful people fail their way to the top." Taking action is always better 
than doing nothing, because if you fail, at least you know what doesn't work! 
 
 
Courage Versus Conformity 
 
People do not lack courage, they simply are overburdened by an abundance of conformity. 
Persistence requires courage, while quitting requires conformity. 
 
It is better by far to live a vital life of commitment, rather than a shallow existence of compromise. 
After you commit to your goals, then you begin to move down a new trail, paths will open up to you 
that you never would have seen before. You will discover how you will become something more. 
 
Keep in mind that the higher you rise, the greater and more clever is your opposition, and the greater 
will be the pressure to compromise. Always return to the basics when doubts arise. As I mentioned 
earlier, the greatest sports coaches the world has ever seen taught the basics over and over and over 
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again. Practice the fundamentals daily. Conquer the critics by mastering fundamentals. 
 
Have the raw courage to stand out. The great vice of the ages is conformity. Be strong and fear not, for 
all obstruction melts away before real strength of deed and sincerity of character. When you triumph, 
thrice blessed are you. Glory and honor be unto those who have the courage to WIll. 
 
The time has come when every individual must rise from the slumber of indifference, from the 
orthodox complacency of the standard rules and regulations of society, and reach out, pioneering new 
fields of beautiful, ethical, and spiritual progress. It is now time to experience the incredible majesty of 
living. 
 
 
Instantaneous Change 
 
At a certain point in our lives, after assiduously applying the principles of mind-mastery and 
circumstance creation, our lives are taken into the nourishing arms of destiny and we are catapulted 
forward to places beyond our wildest dreams. We enter hallowed halls of instantaneous change. 
Everything can change suddenly, without a single warning. In the Bible it says, "Behold, I show you a 
mystery; we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye..." (I 
Corinthians 15:51-52). 
 
When real change happens in our lives, it happens instantaneously. The secret of instant change is to 
continue to persistently practice fundamentals until you hit what in non-linear mathematics is called 
a point of instability. In science and mathematics, it is known that a chain of events can have a point 
of crisis which can instantly magnify small changes. But chaos theory teaches us that such points are 
pervasive - they are everywhere. This means that no matter where your station in life, it can be 
changed instantly; you can arise out of obscurity to the very highest level of intensity in any field. 
But, to do so, you must practice fundamentals daily! 
 
Go forth and win! Gather all you can of the Earth's good things. As you persist, remember: "That 
which you are seeking is also seeking you." 
 
Employ the trial and success method: learn from your mistakes and adjust your behavior accordingly. 
 
It is for you to travel the path, no outside power can do it for you. It is as detrimental to have some 
outside force travel the path for you as it would be to tear open a cocoon before the butterfly has 
emerged. You have to free yourself through persistence, and in the struggle to obtain your freedom, 
you will have acquired the strength to fly. 
 
Behold and understand that you are now standing upon the threshold of a splendid dawning Sun. 
With persistence, you hold the key to the future. 
 
Action Steps: 
 
1. Open your journal and review the top 5 yearly goals established in the Action Steps at the end of 
Lesson 5: Goals. Rewrite exactly why you will faithfully persist until you achieve your top 5 yearly 
goals. 
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2. Consider the following aphorisms: "Do the thing you fear and the death of fear is certain," "Feel the 
fear and do it anyway," "Act in spite of your fear." Ask yourself: "How can I make conquering my fears 
fun?" Record the answer in your journal. 
  

Don't Quit 
(Author Unknown) 

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will, 
" When the road you're trudging seems all uphill, 

When the funds are low and the debts are high, 
And you want to smile, but instead you sigh, 

When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest if you must, but don't you quit. 

For life is strange with its twists and turns, 
As everyone of us sometimes learns, 

And many failures turn about, 
When they might have won, had they stuck it out. 

So don't give up though the pace seems slow, 
You may succeed with another blow; 

Success is failure turned inside out, 
It's the silver tint of the clouds of doubt. 

And you never can tell how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems so far. 

So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit, 
It's when things seem worst that you must not quit. 

 
 

The Far Side Of Failure 
On the far side of failure, 

Beyond the path of rejection  
Far past the ghosts Of doubt and dejection. 

Just a bit farther  
Than life's toughest question.  

Over the stream running,  
After each lost election. 

Farther along  
Than the extra mile.  

Floating further  
Than the lonely isle. 

Beyond the sign:  
"The buck stops here."  
Over pools reflecting  

The faces of fear. 
Over chasms deep  

Where things seem worst,  
Through hardened deserts,  

Overcome by thirst. 
Even surpassing 
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The road traveled less  
Lies the hidden valley  

Of massive success. 
 
 
 
 
 

PERSISTENCE: NOT STUBBORNESS, BUT VISION 
Source: Steve Pavlina, http://www.stevepavlina.com/blog/2005/06/self-discipline-persistence/  
 

What Is Persistence? 

Persistence is the ability to maintain action regardless of your feelings. You press on even when you 
feel like quitting. 

When you work on any big goal, your motivation will wax and wane like waves hitting the shore. 
Sometimes you’ll feel motivated; sometimes you won’t. But it’s not your motivation that will produce 
results — it’s your action. Persistence allows you to keep taking action even when you don’t feel 
motivated to do so, and therefore you keep accumulating results. 

Persistence will ultimately provide its own motivation. If you simply keep taking action, you’ll 
eventually get results, and results can be very motivating. For example, you may become a lot more 
enthusiastic about dieting and exercising once you’ve lost those first 10 pounds and feel your clothes 
fitting more loosely. 

When to Give Up 

Should you always persist and never give up? Certainly not. Sometimes giving up is clearly the best 
option. 

Have you ever heard of a company called Traf-O-Data? What about Microsoft? Both companies were 
started by Bill Gates and Paul Allen. Traf-O-Data was the first company they started, back in 1972. You 
can read the story of Traf-O-Data here. Gates and Allen ran it for several years before throwing in the 
towel. They gave up. Of course they did a little better with Microsoft. 

If they hadn’t given up on Traf-O-Data, then we wouldn’t have such rich collections of Microsoft and 
Bill Gates jokes today. 

So how do you know when to press on vs. when to give up? 

Is your plan still correct? If not, update the plan. Is your goal still correct? If not, update or abandon 
your goal. There’s no honor in clinging to a goal that no longer inspires you. Persistence is not 
stubbornness. 

This was a particularly difficult lesson for me to learn. I had always believed one should never give up, 
that once you set a goal, you should hang on to the bitter end. The captain goes down with the ship 
and all that. If I ever failed to finish a project I started, I’d feel very guilty about it. 
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Eventually I figured out that this is just nonsense. 

If you’re growing at all as a human being, then you’re going to be a different person each year than 
you were the previous year. And if you consciously pursue personal development, then the changes 
will often be dramatic and rapid. You can’t guarantee that the goals you set today will still be ones 
you’ll want to achieve a year from now. 

My first business was Dexterity Software. I started it in 1994, fresh out of college. But after running it 
for more than a decade, I was ready for something new. I still run Dexterity on the side, but it’s not my 
full-time focus anymore. It takes me only about an hour or two a week to maintain it, partly because I 
designed it to be as automated as possible and to provide me with a passive income. It was successful 
to the extent I wanted it to be. I could have continued to grow it much larger, but I knew I didn’t want 
to spend the rest of my life making computer games. Creating my own game company was my dream 
at age 22, and after publishing a couple dozen games, I feel I accomplished that goal. 22-year old 
Steve is very satisfied. But today I have different dreams. 

Did I give up on Dexterity? You could say that, but it would be more accurate to say that I was infected 
by a new vision of something that was far more important to me. Had I stubbornly persisted with 
Dexterity, this site would never have existed. I’d be working on a new game instead of my first book. 

In order to make room for new goals, we have to delete or complete old ones. And sometimes new 
goals are so compelling and inspiring that there’s no time to complete old ones — they have to be 
abandoned half-finished. I’ve always found it uncomfortable to do this, but I know it’s necessary. The 
hard part is consciously deciding to delete an old project, knowing it will never be finished. I have a file 
full of game ideas and some prototypes for new games that will never see the light of day. Consciously 
deciding that those projects had to be abandoned was really hard for me. It took me a long time to 
come to grips with it. But it was necessary for my own growth to be able to do this. 

I still had to solve the problem of setting goals that might become obsolete in a year due to my own 
personal growth. How did I solve this problem? I cheated. I figured out the only way I could set long-
term goals that would stick would be if they were aligned with my own process of growth. The pursuit 
of personal growth has long been a stable constant for me, even though it’s paradoxically in flux at the 
same time. So instead of trying to set fixed goals as I did with my games business, I began setting 
broader more dynamic goals that were aligned with my own growth. This new business allows me to 
pursue my personal growth full-out and to share what I learn with others. So growth itself is the goal, 
both for myself and others. This creates a symbiotic relationship, whereby helping others feeds back 
into my own growth, which in turn generates new ideas for helping others. Anyone who’s been 
reading this site since last year has probably seen that effect in action. 

The direct and conscious pursuit of personal growth is the only type of mission that would work for 
me. If I made it my mission to master real estate investing, for example, I’d probably become bored 
with it after a few years. Since I want to keep growing indefinitely, I have to maintain a certain level of 
challenge and keep raising the bar ever higher. I can’t let things get too dull and risk falling into a 
pattern of complacency. 

The value of persistence comes not from stubbornly clinging to the past. It comes 
from a vision of the future that’s so compelling you would give almost anything to 
make it real.  
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The vision I have of my future now is far greater than the one I had for Dexterity. To be able to help 
people grow and to solve their most difficult problems is far more inspiring to me than entertaining 
people. These values started oozing out of me as I ran Dexterity because I favored logic puzzle games 
that challenged people to think, often passing up the opportunity to publish games I felt would make 
money but which wouldn’t provide much real value to people. 

Persistence of action comes from persistence of vision. When you’re super-clear about what you want 
in such a way that your vision doesn’t change much, you’ll be more consistent — and persistent — in 
your actions. And that consistency of action will produce consistency of results. 

Can you identify a part of your life where you’ve demonstrated a pattern of long-term persistence? I 
think if you can identify such an area, it may provide a clue to your mission — something you can work 
towards where passion and self-discipline function synergistically. 

 
 
 

BENEFITS OF AN UNSTOPPABLE SPIRIT 
Source: Cynthia Kersey, Unstoppable: 45 Powerful Stories of Perserverance and Triumph from People Just Like You 
 
 

Progress is not the only benefit of the unstoppable spirit. People's dreams 
have come true, communities have united and individuals have been 
inspired to try one more time. 
 
From the greatest global achievement to the most personal 
accomplishment in our daily lives, the unstoppable spirit is the driving force 
for positive change and growth. This spirit is the force that breaks through 
countless personal barriers--barriers of self-doubt, negativity, and our own 
perceived limitations. It compels us to persist in striving toward our goals. 
 
But how does one develop an unstoppable spirit? Is it only for those with 
superhuman abilities? Must one be born with a special gift? This book was 
born out of my own search for the answers to those questions. After 

reviewing and thoroughly researching the stories of hundreds of candidates for Unstoppable, I found 
the answer to be a resounding No. These individuals are not "superheroes." Most of them are just like 
you and me, experiencing their share of disappointments and frustrations. However, even in those 
moments, these people exhibit a few distinguishing characteristics that separate them from all others. 
These characteristics enable them to keep going when others would throw in the towel. 
 
Seven Characteristics of Unstoppable People 
 
Seven characteristics surfaced over and over. Unstoppable people: 
 

1. Devote themselves to their true purpose 
2. Follow their heart's passion 
3. Believe in themselves and their ideas 
4. Prepare for challenges 
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5. Ask for help and build a support team 
6. Seek creative solutions 
7. Persevere, no matter what the challenges 

 
Fortunately, anyone who has the will to do so can develop these characteristics. To assist you in that 
process, this book devotes an entire chapter to each trait. The chapters are clearly illustrated with short 
profiles of people who have exhibited that characteristic. Most of the people in this book possess more 
than one of these attributes; however, I have placed each story in the chapter where it best 
demonstrates a specific characteristic. 
 
In addition to the profiles of unstoppable individuals, each chapter includes a special feature called "In 
Their Own Words," an assortment of quotes, little-known facts, poems, and cartoons that support each 
chapter's theme. In various formats, you will meet dozens of individuals who transformed their dreams 
into reality. Each one has a different story to tell, and yet each experienced unstoppable results.... 
 
Creating the Unstoppable You! 
 
At the end of each chapter, you will find "Your Personal Action Plan" with exercises and a step-by-step 
guide that will enable you to further develop each characteristic in your own life. 
 
Maybe your goal is not to end world hunger, run a multibillion-dollar company, or make the cover of 
Time. Maybe your aspirations and desires focus on starting a new business, making a career change or 
doing volunteer work in your community. Perhaps you've been wanting to run for a school board 
position, complete a 5K race or pursue the passion for music that you abandoned for more practical 
pursuits. The size of the goal is not what constitutes an unstoppable spirit. It is personified in anyone 
who identifies a goal--something that really matters to that person--and refuses to give up until that 
goal is achieved. 
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